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SYNTHESE:

Un modele destine" a pre'dire le de"bit de fuite a travers les fissures des tubes de
generateurs de vapeur a 6t6 developpe" en collaboration avec l'Universite' de
LOUVAJN (Belgique). II a && implante" dans le logiciel ECREVISSE. n est caracte*ris6
par le fait que dans le melange liquide-vapeur circulant dans la fissure on considere la
presence d'une phase liquide instable coexistant avec des phases liquide et vapeur en
gquilibre.

La premiere version du modele, ne concernait que des dcoulements d'eau
sous-refroidie en entree de fissure. La presente version 6tend le modele en le rendant
applicable a toutes sortes de conditions d'entree: eau sous re&oidie, eau saturee,
mllange liquide-vapeur, vapeur seche saturee ou surchauff^e. Dans certaines de ces
conditions, le phenomene de condensation est pris en compte en plus du phenomene de
vaporisation induit par la detente du fluide dans la fissure.

J.M. SEYNHAEVE
M. GIOT: University Catholique de Louvain, Unit6 Thermodynamique et

Turbomacbines, Place du Levant, 2, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgique).
S. GRANGER, D. PAGES: Electricity de France, Direction des Etudes et

Recherches, Departement Transferts Thermiques et Aerodynamique (TTA), 6 Quai
Watier, BP 49, F-78401 Chatou Cedex (France)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The leaks through steam-generator cracks are the subject of research carried out
in cooperation between EDF and UCL. A model to predict the mass flow rate with
inlet subcooling has been developed, validated and published. The model takes into
account the persistence of some metastable liquid in the crack.

The present paper improves and extends the model, by making it applicable to
all kinds of conditions prevailing in the S.G. tubes: not only subcooled water, but also
saturated water, steam-water mixtures, saturated dry steam or superheated steam.
Therefore, the flow at the crack inlet is analyzed and appropriate methods to initialize
the numerical integration of the flow equations along the crack are proposed.

The extensions of the model are still in the process of validation. However a
sensitivity analysis of its results has been made and is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The leaks through steam-generator cracks are a subject of research carried out
in cooperation between EDF and UCL. In the framework of this cooperation, a model
to predict the mass flow rate has been developed in two steps. The first step involved
subcooled water flashing through the cracks (F&urie et al, 1993). The results of the
model were successfully compared with some data published by John et al (1988) and
Amos (1983). The validation is still in progress at EDF Chatou with cracks smaller than
those mentioned in these two references. In a second step, the model was made
applicable to all kinds of thermodynamic conditions at the inlet of the cracks :
subcooled or saturated water, two-phase mixture, as well as superheated or saturated
steam. Thus, condensation is taken into account as well as flashing. This paper presents
the new development of the model. Some numerical examples are given and the margin
in which the flow rate can vary according to the degree of non equilibrium of the flow
is estimated.

2. FLOW AT THE CRACK INLET

\///
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Figure 1. Two main problems Figure 2. Crack inlet

Regarding the state of the fluid at the crack inlet, i.e. inside the steam generator
tube (point £), two main cases can be distinguished (fig. 1 and 2 ) :

case 7 .• SE < s^

the entropy of the fluid at the crack inlet is smaller than the entropy at the
critical point ; then the expansion of the fluid through the crack involves some
vaporization.

case 2 ; SE > 5,̂

the entropy of the fluid at the crack inlet is larger than the entropy at the critical
point; then the expansion of the fluid through the crack involves some condensation.

2 .1 . Under case 1, three subcases can be distinguished according to the thermodynamic
quality at point E :



subcase la xE < 0 subcooled water
subcase lb xE = 0 saturated water
subcase lc xE > 0 steam-water mixture
We consider that the expansion between E and C is isentropic.

Figure 3. Expansion of subcooled water

Subcase la:

If pressure pE is kept constant, whereas pc is decreased, the flow rate increases
monotonously until p c = ps. If pc is further decreased, then two extreme opposite
assumptions can be made :

assumption 1 : the state of the liquid enters the metastable zone : there is no
vaporization at all at the crack inlet.

assumption 2 : the fluid vaporizes at equilibrium.

The reality corresponds to an intermediate case between these two assumptions.

Subcases lb and lc :

When p c is decreased, two similar assumptions can be made :

assumption 1 : by isentropic expansion, the liquid phase becomes metastable ; the
vapour phase is partly condensed, producing some saturated liquid.

assumption 2 : the mixture remains saturated at equilibrium.

2.2. Under case 2 , three subcases can be distinguished according to the steam quality
at point E :

subcase 2a xE > 1 superheated steam
subcase 2b xE = 1 saturated dry steam
subcase 2c xE < 1 steam-water mixture

Again, we consider that the expansion between E and C is isentropic. In all
three subcases, if pressure pE is kept constant whereas p c is decreased, the flow rate



increases until a maximum is possibly reached due to the fluid compressibility. In the
two-phase zone, we make the same two assumptions as for case 1c.

3 . INITIALIZATION OF THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

Depending on the state of the fluid in the tube, the leakage flow can be choked
or not ; if it is choked, the critical section is located either at the crack inlet or at
another location, most generally the crack outlet. The calculation procedure involving
the numerical integration of a set of differential equations involves the use of an
algorithm PIF (PIF stands for Possible and Impossible Flow) (Yan, 1991). According
to this algorithm, the critical flow rate corresponds to the maximum possible flow rate
and to the minimum impossible flow rate which can be obtained under constant inlet
conditions. The calculation procedure requires the predetermination of an initial value
of the flow rate. This will be done with reference to the appropriate inlet conditions
(see table II).

We assume that the flow between E and C is adiabatic and frictionless, whereas
head losses appear between C and D. The following equations are written :

- Energy balance equations :

* , - *c • ^ ( 1 )

£ C 2

- Entropy balance equation :

(3)sc

- Momentum

Pc +

where
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balance
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equation :
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a is the area contraction ratio :

Ac

~A

The area contraction ratio is related to the entrance head loss coefficient
lc defined by equation :

P B



From equations (4) and (5) we deduce :

1
o = (6)

In the model, we assume that 0 < £c < 0.5 has been determined thanks to preliminary
single-phase flow tests, or has been selected according to standard recommendations.
Once £c is known, a can be calculated by equation (6).

Subcases la and lb

ASSUMPTION 1 : NON-EQUILIBRIUM

If no vaporization takes place when pressure pc is decreased, then the mass flow
rate id increases continuously according to equation (1) :

M =AcpL J2{hE - hc)

The flow through the crack is a single-phase liquid flow.

ASSUMPTION 2 : EQUILIBRIUM

The saturation pressure ps can be deduced from equation (3)

0)

(8)

where sE has a given value. The corresponding mass velocity Gs is calculated from
equation (7) where hc = h

This mass velocity is compared to the critical mass velocity
homogeneous equilibrium model for x = 0 :

VIS~
,dhts

*G ~ *I5

given by the

(10)

If Gs > Gcjtt, no vaporization is possible ; then !Cfs = Ac Gs is used as an initial value
of M to integrate the set of equations along the crack.

If Gs < GCJK, some vaporization takes place within the crack inlet. The mass flux til
and its quality depend on the pressure. The quality is deduced from equation (3) :

**) s
LS (11)

and the mass flow rate results from equation (7) :



Ac p c
(12)

This function exhibits a maximum when pc is decreased. This maximum flow rate is
taken as the initial value for the numerical integration. It corresponds to a choking at
the crack inlet.

Subcases lc and 2c

ASSUMPTION 1 : NON-EQUILIBRIUM

Within the crack inlet, the mixture consists of three phases : metastable liquid
(mass fraction : 1-y) due to the isentropic expansion of the initially saturated liquid,
saturated steam-water mixture (mass fraction y) due to the partial condensation of the
initially saturated dry steam which undergoes an isentropic expansion. The variables are
defined in table I.

Table I. Variables and definitions

Temperature
Pressure
Velocity
Mass fraction
Area fraction

Metastable liquid

T — T (?\

PUM = P(Z)

WLM = W(Z)

1 - y

Saturated liquid

TL* = Ts(z)
PLS = P(2)

WLS = W(z)
(1 - x)y

Saturated vapour

Tc = Ts(z)
Po = P(Z)
w0 = w(z)

In addition we define the quality of the mixture as the mass fraction of the saturated dry
steam :

X A xy

Then, the mass fraction of the saturated liquid is :

(1 - x)y = y - X

We have :

l-x£ = l - y - constant (13)

Quality X can be deduced from equation (3) :

sE ' (1 ~ y)slJE + X sjp) + (y - X)su
(14)



Then, the mixture enthalpy is given by :

(15)

The mixture density is :

i-y
7-1

(16)

The mass flow rate is deduced from equations (1), (15) and (16):

M - Ac p c J2(h£ - hc) (17)

A maximum or choked inlet flow rate can be calculated by this expression where p is
the independent variable.

ASSUMPTION 2: EQUILIBRIUM

If the homogeneous equilibrium model is considered, equations (11) and (12) can
be used to calculate a maximum flow rate.

Subcases 2a and 2b

The flow of superheated or saturated steam can be choked at the entrance. If it
is not, the isentropic expansion enters the two-phase zone, and a maximum flow rate
is determined in the same way as for subcase 2c, i.e. according to assumption 1 or 2.

Table n . Flow at crack inlet

Subcase

la

lb

lc

2a

2b
2c

Stagnation
entropy

SE < $*

SE < S^

SE < S^

SE > S^

SE > Soj,
SE > S,*

Entrance
quality

XE < 0

xE = 0

XE > 0

XE > 1

X E = 1
XE < 1

Assump-
tion

NON-EQ
EQ
NON-EQ
EQ
NONEQ
EQ
-
EQ
EQ
NONEQ
EQ

Choked
flow rate

no
possible

no
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible

Initialization

single-phase liquid
eq (10) or (12)
single-phase liquid
eq(12)
eq(17)
eq(12)
single-phase vapour
eq(12)
eq(12)
eq(17)
eq(12)



4. PREDICTION OF A CHOKED FLOW

As described above, and based on the fluid stagnation properties in the tube, the
calculation of the flow at the crack inlet enables to determine a maximum flow rate,
which, in most cases, corresponds to choking conditions at point C. Equations (2) and
(5) enable the thermodynamic state at point D to be determined. The integration of the
set of differential equations describing the flow along the crack (see section 5 below)
can then be undertaken. Therefore the 4th order RUNGE-KUTTA method with an
adaptative step is used.

As it is well known (Fe"burie et al., 1993), the critical flow condition is the
vanishing condition of the determinant of the set of equations :

A = 0

Then, the flow is critical if a compatibility condition is fulfilled at the point where
A =0. In practice, for a straight or converging pipe or crack without heat transfer, this
condition can only be obtained at the pipe or crack outlet. Other locations are possible
if there is a heat throat in the crack.

This means that the two following cases have to be distinguished :

either A = 0 is not achieved along the flow path ; then the flow can be choked
at the inlet and is subsonic or supersonic in part of the crack ;

or A = 0 is well achieved at some location inside the crack ; then the initial
value of the flow rate has to be reduced. If the location of A = 0 proceeds to
the end of the crack continously, then the critical section is at the crack outlet.
On the contrary if the critical section diseappears when M is reduced, then the
critical section is located inside the crack. This corresponds to the heat throat
mentioned above.

5. FLOW ALONG THE CRACK

5.1. Assumptions

The following assumptions are made. They are less restrictive than in FeTjurie
et al. (1993) :

Al The flow is in steady state

A2 If the flow consists of a steam-water mixture, it involves three phases :
metastable liquid, saturated liquid and saturated steam, the state variables
(temperature, pressure) and the velocities being uniformly distributed in each
phase at a given cross section.
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A3 There is no slip between the phases ; this assumption is supported by the piston-
like flow.

A4 The expansion of the liquid metastable phase is isentropic ; hence its
temperature T ^ varies along the crack. The expansion of the saturated water
phase follows the saturation line ; the expansion of the saturated steam phase
follows the saturation line.

A5 The resistance to conduction heat transfer in the wall is considered as negligible
with respect to the resistance due to convection inside the crack. Hence, the wall
temperature is assumed to be independent of the flow in the crack.

A6 Non-uniformities in the direction of the crack length are neglected.

5.2. Balance equations and closure laws for the region where p < p , (T^J

Mass balance equation

Introducing the mixture density pB or the mixture specific volume v,,, the mass
balance equation of the three-phase flow is :

^ (A P m w) = 0 (18)

or

w dz vn dz A dz

with

v . - x VG + (y -^ ) v i5 + a-y)vur ( 2 0 )

Momentum balance equation

The three-phase momentum balance equation is :

D (21)

By combining equations (21) and (18), we obtain:

£E.+ ™L&*. = -E*LX - g ° ° s ^ (22)
dz v_ dz A w v
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Energy balance equation

The three-phase energy balance equation can be written :

4 w p w < * + >] ? * * p w * « • • (23)

with

hm=XhG + (y-X) h^ + (1-y) * w (24)

By combining equations (23) and (18), we obtain :

= !±jk - g cos <p (25)
Af

Closure laws

The fraction dy of liquid which is transferred from the metastable phase to the
saturated liquid phase per unit length is assumed to be proportional to the remaining
quantity of metastable liquid (1-y) and to some function of tht metastability expressed
by means of a non dimensional pressure difference (Feburie et al., 1993) :

dy _ P..
2L = 0.02 I? (1-y)
dz A

1/4
(26)

The friction pressure gradient is calculated by means of the following equations :

^ t w = j L C / ^ (27)
w f

A single-phase expression is used for the friction factor Cf with :

- the liquid viscosity if X < 0.95

- the vapour viscosity if X £ 0.98

- a linear interpolation if 0.95 < X < 0.98

The wall heat flux is calculated by means of the following equation where T is an
average fluid temperature :
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(28)

Different expressions of the convection coefficient are used according to the void
fraction and to the quality :

if aG < 0.3

0.3 < a c < 0.5

aG > 0.5 and X < 0.95

0.95 < X < 0.98

X > 0.98

he is given by a correlation for a forced convection liquid
flow ;

a linear interpolation is used ;

he is predicted by Chen's correlation (Chen, 1966) ;

a linear interpolation is used ;

he is given by a correlation for a forced convection
vapour flow.

5.3. The practical set of equations

The practical set of differential equations consists of equations (19), (22), (25)
and (26) completed by equations (27) and (28). The dependent variables are X, y, p and
w. The set of equations can be written in a matrix form as follows if we define :

and

dh

(y-*)(-
dp

dh,

1p~
(29)

(30)

v'

1

ti

0

. 2*
w

w
Vm

W

0

dX
dz
dy
dz
dp
dz
dw

~dz

Us. *±
A dz

P.»V g cos <p

g cos <p
M

(31)
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6. CRITICAL FLOW

The critical flow condition is given by the vanishing condition of the detenninant
of the set of equations (31):

- L = - v ' - (v. - h) ^ (32)

where Ge denotes the critical mass velocity.

Note that this equation reduces to the single-phase liquid expression if we put
X = 0 and y = 0 ; indeed we have in this case :

dp

v' = ( i ^
dp

Since

we obtain :

G<

Equation (32) reduces to the corresponding equation of the homogeneous
equilibrium model if y = 1 (eq. 10).

7. DISCUSSION

It is interesting to note tha this flow model does not require any additional
correlation for the onset of nucleation : the structure of equation (26) is such that the
vapour production increases from zero when the metastability increases.

Let us check that

T ^ O atX = 0 and y=Q.
dz
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The quality gradient is given by the ratio of two determinants

dz ' A

Since the determinant of the set of equations is positive (A > 0), we must check that

A dz dp ** w

Pw g cos <p

m

- g cos

0.02 - ^

VLM

VIM
> 0

This condition can be written

cos
M M

V*
(33)

The r.h.s. of (33) is always negative or zero. Consequently, if q = 0 the
inequality is always verified. If q < 0 some degree of metastability is required before
the vaporization takes place.

8. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Some comparisons between this model and experimental data published by John
et al. (1988) and Amos (1983) have been presented in Kburie et al. (1993). They
consider only subcase la (inlet subcooling in the SG tube).

In the absence of reliable data corresponding to other subcases, we have made
a numerical study whose results are presented in figures 4 to 7. For this numerical
study, the geometrical characteristics of the crack are choosen as follows :

- elliptical cross-section : 1.615 lO* m x 9.61 10"5 m
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- length : 2.54 10" m
- angle of convergent : -0.249°
- absolute roughness of the wall : 0.3 lCr* m
- head loss coefficient at the inlet of the crack : 0.2.

As far as the flow rate is concerned and for the particular geometry studied, results are
not much affected by the use of the equilibrium or non-equilibrium assumption at the
crack inlet, except in cases where heat transfer between the wall and the fluid is taken
into account. In such cases, choking can take place at the crack inlet, which explains
the large sensitivity to the assumption.
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The authors are anxious to validate the model by means of new and reliable data
obtained by means of the QUIPROCO loop.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A

cf

G
g
h
h.
M
P,
P.
P
q~
s
s
T
V

w
X
X

y
z
aa

P
a
<P

cross section area
friction factor
hydraulic diameter
mass velocity
gravity
enthalpy per unit mass
convection coefficient
mass flow rate
heated perimeter
wetted perimeter
pressure
heat flux density
entropy
entropy per unit mass
temperature
specific volume
mean velocity
quality
thermodynamic quality or partial mass fraction
mass fraction of the saturated mixture
axial coordinate
void fraction
entrance loss coefficient
density
contraction area ratio
angle between the flow direction and the zenithal direction
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Subscripts

c
c
crit
D
E
G
LM
LS
m
S or sat
T

refers to point C (ng.2)
critical or choked
critical state
refers to point D (fig.2)
refers to point E (fig.2)
vapour phase
metastable liquid phase
saturated liquid phase
mixture
saturation
constant temperature
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